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Abstract—In this paper, we propose an interactive music search-
and-navigation system, called Chord-Cube, which visualizes 
musical similarities on the basis of temporal chord progression. 
Our proposed system offers an interactive navigation mecha-
nism that allows users to find their desired music intuitively, by 
visualizing music items in a three-dimensional (3D) space. Each 
axis in this 3D space corresponds to three types of chord pro-
gression phases: Introductive-melody, Continued-melody, and 
Bridge, which are typical structures in pop and rock music. Us-
ers can utilize this 3D space to find their desired song by placing 
their favorite song at the point of origin and obtaining the se-
mantic distance between the input song and other songs. We 
have conducted two experimental studies, in which we com-
pared our proposed navigation system with the conventional 
manual trial-and-error manner, to evaluate the extent to which 
our visual navigation method improves music retrieval. The re-
sults of experiments show that our visual navigation method 
successfully increases the retrieval performance for pop and 
rock music. 

Keywords—Music, Visualization, Navigation, 3D, Database. 

I.  INTRODUCTION 
In this paper, we propose an interactive music search-and-

navigation system called the Chord-Cube system and its im-
plementation using modern Web technologies. The Chord-
Cube system was originally proposed in [1], and this paper is 
an extended version of the paper [1]. Our system utilizes tra-
ditional music theory including tonality and chord progression, 
which determines the impression of music, to interpret user’s 
feelings about the music. It employs chord progression in 
songs as a fundamental feature for calculating similarities 
among music items because we consider chord progression as 
one of the most important factors in determining the overall 
mood of a song. By leveraging this music theory knowledge, 
we develop an intuitive music navigation method to find the 
desired music by visualizing music-to-music relationships 
from the viewpoint of temporal similarities in chord progres-
sion. Our proposed system provides an interactive 3D cube 
that visualizes the relative distance among music items by cal-
culating their similarities.  

Music has traditionally been regarded as one of mankind’s 
most important forms of cultural heritage. Concomitant with 
the rapid advances in computing technologies, many songs are 
being digitized and stored in online libraries and on personal 
devices. The proliferation of portable and personal devices 

such as tablet computers and smartphones has resulted in them 
being frequently used to listen to music. This proliferation and 
diversity of digital media has increased the demand for effec-
tive music retrieval systems [2]. By enhancing the retrieval 
capability of music, we believe a wider scope can be provided 
for the sharing of human cultures. 

The change in emotion in a song over time is one of the 
most important factors in selecting music to be played on 
modern mobile music players and smartphones. Young people, 
in particular, select music in accordance with their location 
and mood. To support such intuitive and emotion-oriented 
music selection, a player that can utilize smart content analysis 
to extract the movements of musical elements that have pro-
found effects on human perception is needed. 

However, current music database systems implemented in 
online music stores such as the iTunes Music Store and Sony’s 
Music Unlimited do not support such perception-oriented re-
trieval methods. Consequently, because users often store thou-
sands of music files in the cloud, it is difficult for them to lo-
cate their desired songs intuitively, even if they know the de-
tails of the desired music. Owing to the temporal nature of 
music, developing an effective music search environment, in 
which users can retrieve specific music samples using intui-
tive queries, is difficult because in order to search a temporal 
structure, the system has to recognize the changing features of 
the contents in a context-dependent manner. 

Interactive and visual-oriented search mechanisms that do 
not use text-based search methods are promising because us-
ers often memorize music contents with a spatial metaphor. 
However, a music information retrieval (MIR) method that 
can reflect the emotions being felt by users as they listen to 
the music is needed. Such a retrieval environment must have 
an interactive and navigational user interface that can visual-
ize context-dependent relationships between songs dynami-
cally and in accordance with the user’s viewpoint. For this 
purpose, we have developed Chord-Cube, which visualizes 
musical similarities calculated by considering emotive move-
ments in temporal chord progression. Whereas traditional 
MIR systems [3] focus on finding the most relevant song or 
similar songs by computing similarities or relevance accord-
ing to extracted features, our proposed system focuses on 
providing an integrated toolkit for comparing songs in order 
to create a visualization of implicit interrelationships on the 
basis of emotional characteristics. 
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A unique feature of our proposed system is its “chord-vec-
tor space,” in which the distance between musical chords can 
be calculated by analyzing the impressive behaviors of chord 
progression. Our system uses distances, which are calculated 
in the chord-vector space, to represent the degree of similarity 
among songs. As shown in Figure 1, each dimension of this 
graphical space corresponds to a degree of similarity of chords 
within three respective sets of song section types: “introduc-
tive-melody,” “continued-melody,” and “bridge-melody.” In-
troductive-melody is a beginning of the musical piece. Con-
tinued-melody is an interlude between the introduction and 
bridge section. A bridge is a representative section that ex-
presses the salient feature, and it is one of the most impressive 
sections in a musical composition. 

This cube is a three-dimensional object inside which songs 
are displayed as points. Our cube accepts an initial song as a 
point of origin in the cube. Users can choose any song as their 
point of origin. The system then plots other songs inside the 
cube by reflecting the distance between each song and the 
song at the point of origin. 

We implemented a prototype of our system utilizing mod-
ern HTML5 technologies. The implemented prototype system 
assumes that it will be applied to the online music store as a 
front-end user interface. It utilizes WebGL, which is a stand-
ardized API for rendering interactive 3D graphics within web 
browsers without the use of any plug-ins. In the system, a dy-
namic distance calculation method that applies chord progres-
sion data is implemented in JavaScript. Thus, this system pro-
vides a fundamental framework for implementing the user in-
terface (UI) of an online music database system. 

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Sec-
tion II discusses related research. Section III presents several 
motivating examples that demonstrate how our system can be 
utilized to retrieve unknown songs. Section IV gives an archi-
tectural overview of the system, Section V demonstrates its 
fundamental data structures, Section VI defines its core func-
tions, and Section VII outlines its prototype implementation. 
Section VIII discusses our feasibility studies conducted. Fi-
nally, Section IX concludes this paper. 

II. RELATED WORK 
In this paper, we present a system architecture that aims to 

improve the effectiveness of music retrieval approaches by 
visualizing multi-aspect similarities among songs. Conven-
tional music database systems that are available on the Inter-
net utilize metadata, such as genre and artist name, as indexing 
keys. However, such fundamental metadata are not sufficient 
to retrieve music without detailed knowledge of the target data. 
Consequently, content-based retrieval and advanced query in-
terpretation methods have been developed to find music. In 
content-based music retrieval methods, a user inputs a raw 
music file as a query that the system analyzes and extracts sev-
eral significant features from in order to identify equivalent or 
highly similar music samples in a database. As an example of 
the content-based music retrieval method, there are several in-
put materials such as humming [4][5][6] and chords [7][8]. 
The content-based method has advantages in terms of ease of 
input and the ability to generate a large amount of information 
reflecting musical content. Because content-based technolo-
gies are very effective in retrieving musical equivalents to in-
put queries, they are widely used for copyright protection in 
online music sharing services. 

 
Figure 1. Overview of the Chord-Cube system for visualizing to-
nality-based distances of songs and navigating users to retrieve 
their desired song using a query song. 
 

 
Figure 2. Overview of Chord-Cube visualization. 
 

 
Figure 3. Example of Chord-Cube visualization. Each colored 
sphere represents a song. A user can operate this cube from any 
desired perspective. 
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However, ordinary users also want to be able to find new 
and unknown music more easily, and a method for retrieving 
music that is similar but not exactly equal to a query would be 
most helpful in attaining this goal. A wide variety of visuali-
zation techniques have been proposed in the context of con-
tent-based MIR [9]. For example, Pampalk et al. [10], pro-
posed an interface for discovering artists by using a ring-like 
structured visual UI, Knees et al. [11] developed a method for 
visually summarizing the contents of music repositories, and 
Stober et al. [12] proposed an interface that can conduct music 
searches on the basis of unclearly defined demands. 

Dittmar et al. [13] introduced “GlobalMusic2One,” a por-
tal site for visualizing songs by using two-dimensional simi-
larity maps for explorative browsing and target-oriented 
searches. To enhance the retrieval effectiveness of songs, a 
music recommendation filter [14] utilizing a user’s personal 
preferences and a method for managing songs in mobile envi-
ronments [15] has also been proposed. From the aspect of mu-
sical structure analysis, several music visualization systems 
have been developed [16][17][18]. These methods use the 
color sense of tonality to view the harmonic structure and re-
lationships between key regions in a musical composition. 
Imai et al. [19] also proposed tonality-based visualization as a 
means of enhancing the find-ability of music. 

The most significant difference between conventional ap-
proaches and our approach is that our system focuses on the 
development of a method for emotion-based music visualiza-
tion. Conventional visualization MIR methods automatically 
extract content information from audio signals by applying 
signal processing and machine learning techniques, whereas 
our system analyzes emotional transitions by capturing the 
progression of chords as a trajectory of “how the music 
sounds.” Our system can calculate the evolving distance be-
tween two chord vectors as a continuous comparison along a 
timeline. Another significant innovation delivered by our 
method is the use of an interactive 3D visualization space. 
This visualization method configures a 3D cube around an ex-
ample query serving as an origin vertex point, and displays 
each musical item according to its relevance score relative to 
the example query.  

III. MOTIVATING EXAMPLE 
Our Chord-Cube system is envisioned for use in scenarios 

such as the following. Imagine that a user has 1,000 songs in 
his/her smartphone and s/he desires to select songs that are 
similar in emotion to a specific song in the smartphone. In this 
case, the user could retrieve a desired song by inputting a sam-
ple song and browsing the visualized 3D cube where relevant 
songs are located close to the input song. As shown in Figure 
2, when the user inputs a song, the system positions the song 
at vertex (0, 0, 0) of the cube. Further, the other songs are plot-
ted within the 3D cube, as shown in Figure 3, indicating the 
distance between the query song at the vertex and the various 
points in the cube. Users can then compare songs from various 
perspectives as follows: similarity in “introductive-melody,” 
similarity in “continued-melody,” and similarity in “bridge-
melody.” Users can rotate this cube to find the most desirable 
song. 

Another scenario that exemplifies the objective of our sys-
tem relates to the user experience aspect. First, the user selects 
his/her favorite song in a smart device, such as an iPad or an 
Android tablet. Then, the system generates the cube showing 
the relevant songs around the selected song. The user then 
draws an oval from within which songs are selected and added 
to the playlist. Such a spatial approach to defining a playlist is 
effective because of the distance metrics in our cube visuali-
zation. Because our visualization mechanism shows dynami-
cally measured semantic distances between music items rather 
than relevance rankings, the visualized music space provides 
an intuitive interface for users to choose new music samples 
of interest. 
 

IV. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE 

A. Architectural Overview 
Figure 4 gives an architectural overview of our Chord-

Cube system. Music navigation within the Chord-Cube sys-
tem is achieved through integration of music content analysis 
and relevance visualization. The overall system comprises a 

 
Figure 4. System architecture of Chord-Cube for visualizing tonality-based relevance among songs. 
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distance calculation module and a visualization module. In or-
der to extract the chord features of a music sample, the dis-
tance calculation module inputs the music sample as a query 
for analysis. The module then computes the distances between 
the chord features extracted from the query and each music 
item within the database on the basis of a key distance calcu-
lation technology that can measure the distance between two 
chords according to their respective temporal contexts (i.e., 
chord progressions). To define the relationship between chord 
combinations and progressions, we have developed a matrix-
based data structure. 

B. Emotive Distance Calculation Using Circle of Fifth 
The system calculates the similarity of songs using the im-

pressive motion defined in Circle of Fifth [20]. The center of 
Figure 4 illustrates the distance metrics used by the Circle of 
Fifth [20]. This circle represents the relations of closeness or 
similarity and distance between tonal elements. In this circle, 
two adjacent tonalities have similar impressions, but opposite 
face tonalities have opposite impressions. By tracing a trajec-
tory of chords within the Circle of Fifth, the system can cal-
culate and represent the manner in which the music affects a 
listener’s emotional perceptions. Figure 11 shows a visualiza-
tion of tonality changing in a music item. The horizontal axis 
corresponds to timeline, whereas the vertical axis corresponds 
to the tonality relevance score. This chart shows 12 types of 
major tonalities and 12 types of minor tonalities. As shown in 
the chart, one musical composition contains continuous 
changes in tonality. To detect the emotional changes in music, 
it is important to trace this tonality behavior. To analyze the 
change in tonality, well-studied key-finding algorithms, such 
as the Krumhansl-Schmuckler algorithm [20] and the Tem-
perley algorithm [21][22], can be used. We implemented the 
Krumhansl-Schmuckler algorithm in the Chord-Cube system. 

In order to make selection of the desired music easy, the 
system displays the calculated distances between samples in a 
3D graphical user interface. The visualization module con-
structs a virtual cubic space consisting of axes corresponding 
to three music structures typically found in J-pop music: in-
troductive-melody, continued-melody, and bridge. The input 
query is placed at the origin, while target music items are lo-
cated within the space according to their respective relevance 
scores; thus, the most relevant music item is located the clos-
est to the origin, while irrelevant music items are scattered fur-
ther away. 

C. Visualization Process 
The system performs chord progression oriented music 

visualization using the following steps: 
Step-1. A user inputs a song as a criterion for finding new 

songs (Figure 5). 
Step-2. The system divides the song’s chord progression into 

component sounds (Figure 6). 
Step-3. Using a method based on the cycle of fifths, the se-

mantic distances between components are calculated and 
placed within a feature vector, called the chord vector 
(Figure 7). 

Step-4. The inner products between the chord vectors of each 
section are calculated to determine the similarities be-
tween each of the sections (Figure 8). 

Step-5. The relevance of each song is then plotted within a 
3D cube in order to present an intuitive visualization of 
the distance between the song at the vertex and the vari-
ous points in the cube (Figure 9). 

Step-6. Further retrieval can be done by translating another 
song within the cube to the vertex in order to create a 
new relevance comparison based on the selected song as 
the origin (Figure 10). 

These visualization mechanisms allow users to retrieve a de-
sired song from an intuitive visual space based on its similarity 
in chord progression to the reference query song at the vertex. 

V. DATA STRUCTURES 
Our system contains three fundamental components: A) 

musical instrument digital interface (MIDI) song data, B) 
chord progression, and C) component sounds distance matrix. 

A. MIDI Song Data 
This system uses standardized MIDI data format as the pri-

mary data format for storing music data in a file system. MIDI 
stores note-on signals and corresponding note-off signals se-
quentially because MIDI was developed in order to automate 
keyboard-type instruments. The system represents a MIDI file 
as F := {n1(t, p, d), n2, …, nk}, where ni represents the i-th note, 
whose attributes are t: the start time of the note, p: the pitch of 
the note, and d: the time duration of the note. F is a sequential 
set of k-tuple data. 

Our system provides a matrix structure that represents the 
continuous changing and distribution of pitch in the target mu-
sic data. We call the data structure a music pitch matrix.  The 
pitch matrix is a 128 by n matrix that is given as the data ma-
trix. MIDI specification defines the domain of the pitch value 
as zero to 127. A musical composition is expressed as a set of 
m timelines. Each timeline is characterized by a note on infor-
mation for zero to 127 pitch levels. When the 12-th note is on 
in an m-th section, c[12, m] is one. The pitch matrix P is defined 
as follows: 
 

𝑃𝑃 ≔ �
𝑐𝑐[0,0] ⋯ 𝑐𝑐[0,𝑛𝑛]
⋮ ⋱ ⋮

𝑐𝑐[𝑚𝑚,0] ⋯ 𝑐𝑐[𝑚𝑚,𝑛𝑛]

� (1) 

 
where c[i,j] denotes the status of the j-th pitch at the i-th time 
duration. We implemented the MIDI analysis modules for 
converting MIDI into a musical score-like data structure by 
using our MediaMatrix system [23], a stream-oriented data-
base management system. 
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B. Chord Progression 
Chord progression refers to continuous chord changes 

over time. We adopt the concept of tonality, which is a musi-
cal system that is constructed by sound elements, such as har-
monies and melodies [20]. Different tonalities have different 
impressions. In one musical composition, tonality changes 
from section to section. It is important to support this change 

in tonality in a music database because changes in tonality 
causes changes in impression. 

A music item is modeled as a sequence that consists of 
chords. More specifically, we define an item Music (M) as a 
data structure consisting of a sequence of chords (c). Music Mi 
is defined by the following equation: 

 

 

 
Figure 5. Querying Step-1: A user chooses a song as an origin point. 
 

 
Figure 6.  Querying Step-2: System visualizes similarity calcula-
tion results 
 

 
Figure 7. Querying Step-3: User rotates the cube about the axis of 
the bridge-melody 

 
Figure 8. Querying Step-4: User can get information about songs 
with similar bridge-melody. 
 

 
Figure 9. Querying Step-5: User selects another song for new crite-
ria of visualization 
 

 
Figure 10. Querying Step-6: System re-creating similarity visuali-
zation space on the basis of the new criteria 
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𝑀𝑀𝑖𝑖 ∶=  〈𝑐𝑐0, 𝑐𝑐0, 𝑐𝑐1,⋯ , 𝑐𝑐𝑛𝑛〉 (2) 
 
where n is the number of chords. A chord is a 12-tuples rele-
vance score, where each tuple corresponds to a specific type 
of tonality such as C and C#. Therefore, we define a chord (c) 
as a data structure based on correlation of k-th tonality (vk). 
Chord cj is defined by the following equation: 
 

𝑐𝑐𝑗𝑗 ∶=  〈𝑣𝑣1, 𝑣𝑣2, … , 𝑣𝑣12〉 (3) 
 
where vk corresponds to the k-th tonality; hence, there are 12 
values in this vector. 

C. Component Sounds Distance Matrix 
Chord progressions are composed of three or more over-

lapping sounds. We call these overlapping sounds “compo-
nent sounds.” We have developed a correlation matrix that de-
fines the movement distance for each combination of tonali-
ties. Figure 12 shows a component sounds distance matrix de-
signed using the Circle of Fifths. The component sounds dis-
tance matrix is a 12 × 12 matrix that is given as the data matrix. 
The size of the matrix corresponds to the number of tonality 
types defined in the Circle of Fifth. In this matrix, a larger 
value signifies a stronger correlation. Thus, C and C# (0.83) 
are more correlative than C and D# (0.50). The component 
sounds distance matrix T is defined as follows: 
 

T ≔ �
𝑑𝑑[1,1] ⋯ 𝑑𝑑[1,12]
⋮ ⋱ ⋮

𝑑𝑑[12,1] ⋯ 𝑑𝑑[12,12]

� (4) 

 
where di,j denotes a correlation value for the j-th and i-th to-
nalities. 

Our Chord-Cube system uses this matrix to calculate the 
similarity between songs, based on their component sounds, 
by multiplying the number of occurrences of each particular 
sound by its respective distance. As a result, we can obtain a 
vector representing the strength of the sounds in the song. We 
call this vector the “chord vector.” The system then constructs 
a chord-vector space consisting of the calculated 12-dimen-
sional values. The system calculates the relevance of two 
songs by measuring the distance of two chord vectors, which 
represent how the chords change in each song. In addition, the 
system can compare songs according to their sectional con-
tents, such as introductive-melody, continued-melody, and 
bridge-melody, by calculating a chord vector based on each 
section of a song. 

VI. CORE FUNCTIONS 
Our system contains four fundamental components: A) a 

chord detector for converting a pitch matrix into chord pro-
gression array, B) a chord-vector generation module for gen-
erating a vector data by analyzing the chord progression array, 
C) a distance calculation module applied to determine the se-
mantic distance of songs, and D) visualization module. 

A. Chord Detector 
The system provides a fundamental function to convert a 

pitch matrix into chord progression arrays. The function fmap 
extracts chords by detecting three or more overlapping sounds 
in the pitch matrix. We define fmap (Pi) that inputs a pitch ma-
trix Pi as follows: 
 

𝑓𝑓𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚(𝑃𝑃𝑖𝑖) → 𝑀𝑀𝑖𝑖 (5) 
 
where Mi denotes a sequence of chords. The detailed defini-
tion of Mi is given in Section V-B, equations (2) and (3). 

B. Chord Vector Generation 
The system generates a chord vector by summing the ma-

trix consisting of the products of the semantic distance of each 
sound on the cycle of fifths with the number of occurrences of 
that sound, as defined by 
 

𝑓𝑓𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶(𝑑𝑑, 𝑒𝑒) ≔ ��𝑑𝑑[𝑖𝑖,1] ∙ 𝑒𝑒[𝑖𝑖]

12

𝑖𝑖=1

,   ⋯ , �𝑑𝑑[𝑖𝑖,12] ∙ 𝑒𝑒[𝑖𝑖]

12

𝑖𝑖=1

� (6) 

 
where d represents the distance between the component 
sounds, while e represents the number of occurrences of each 
component sound. The chord vector thus generates and stores 
a correlation between all component sounds in each section. 

 
Figure 11. A visualization of tonality changing in one music 
item. The tonality changes with time. 
 

 
Figure 12. Component sound distance matrix representing dis-
tance between each sound based on tonality. 
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C. Distance Calculation 
As stated in the previous section, the chord-vector matrix 

is derived by multiplying the component sounds distance ma-
trix with the number of occurrences of each sound; this result 
consists of a 12-dimensional vector representing the strength 
of each sound within a section. The system compares songs in 
terms of their representative features encoded in the 12-di-
mensional distance metric space (“chord-vector space”) by 
their respective chord vectors. Distances between sections are 
calculated from the inner products of vectors, using 
 

𝑓𝑓𝑑𝑑𝑖𝑖𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑚𝑚𝑛𝑛𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑(𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶1 ∙ 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶2) ≔�𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶1[𝑖𝑖] ∙
12

𝑖𝑖=1

𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶2[𝑖𝑖] (7) 

 
where CV1 and CV2 are the chord vectors of two different 
songs. 

D. Visualization Module 
The system utilizes the chord vector to compare user-se-

lected songs to all songs in the music database. Defining each 
section of music1 (i.e., a user-imported song) as S1a, S1b, and 
S1c, and of music2 (another song in the database) as S2a, S2b, 
and S2c, the similarity calculation function distance between 
S1a and S2a is calculated as d1, the distance between S1b and 
S2b is d2, and the distance between S1c and S2c is d3. If, on 
the 3D space consisting of the respective song section type, 
music1 is located at the origin (0, 0, 0), then the coordinates 
for music2 can be represented as (d1, d2, d3). Thus, the system 
can visualize the distances between songs as Cartesian dis-
tances in a solid body called the “Chord-Cube,” as shown in 
Figure 3. 

The system is able to adopt differing user-input styles; 
therefore, it is able to make comparisons between songs on the 
basis of varying criteria. Each song can be assigned vector val-
ues and allocated a coordinate in the cube on the basis of its 
correlation to a particular criterion, creating a space that intu-
itively represents the semantic distance between songs, and in 
which the most relevant piece of music is located very close 
to the origin, while irrelevant items are more remote. Figures 

13 and 14 show typical and effective use cases of this system. 
A typical scenario in which a user compares songs from mul-
tiple aspects is depicted. Figure 13 shows a perspective for de-
tecting the similarity by using the introductive-melody and 
continued-melody. Figure 14 shows a comparison between 
the introductive-melody and the bridge-melody. It can be seen 
that there are obvious differences about the dark green and 
pink spheres between those two figures. In Figure 13, the two 
songs represented by these spheres have identical similarities 
to the blue sphere, whereas they are separated in Figure 14. 
This means that the two songs are similar in terms of introduc-
tive-melody and continued-melody, but have different fea-
tures in terms of bridge-melody. 

VII. WEB-BASED SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION 
We implemented a prototype of the Chord-Cube system 

that calculates the similarity between songs and visualizes 
them in a 3D cubic space. Screenshots of the prototype, which 
uses HTML5 Canvas and JavaScript, are shown in Figures 5 
through 10. Figure 15 details the architecture of our prototype 
system, which specifically includes the modern HTML5 tech-
nologies WebGL API, Web Storage API, and Web Worker 
API. The system consists of the following three modules: a 
query input module, a distance calculation module, and a vis-
ualization module. We describe these components in detail be-
low. 

The main user interface is the visualization module, which 
uses the HTML5 WebGL API to render a three-dimensional 
interactive screen. We implemented this prototype system by 
utilizing three.js (http://threejs.org/), an open-source WebGL 
wrapper utility library. The implemented system extends 
three.js to support interactive music data visualization and 
real-time rendering of the chord-vector space. This 3D UI en-
ables users to compare songs from any desired perspective. 
Users can view the rendered cube and spheres representing 
songs from any angle by rotating the cube, zooming in, and 
zooming out. 

When users input a song as a query, the system invokes 
the MIDI file analyzer implemented in JavaScript. This MIDI 
file analyzer is implemented using the HTML5 FileReader 
and ArrayBuffer objects. On completing the analysis process, 

 
Figure 13. The system facilitates comparison of music items from 
multiple perspectives. In this case, a user compares from introduc-
tive-melody and continued-melody. 

 
Figure 14. The system facilitates comparison of music items from 
multiple perspectives. In this case, a user compares from introduc-
tive-melody and bridge-melody. 
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the visualization module renders the query song on a vertex of 
the cube. In addition, the MIDI file analyzer encodes the anal-
ysis result into JavaScript Object Notation (JSON) format and 
passes it to the distance calculation module. This procedure 
allows our system to share the JSON-encoded figure among 
multiple web workers to parallelize the execution of distance 
calculation. 

The distance calculation module compares the queries and 
the database contents. This retrieval process is parallelized by 
the Web Workers API, and the retrieved songs are presented 
to the user by the search result visualization engine. This sys-
tem spawns real OS-level threads from the Web Workers API 
to parallelize the retrieval process. In this way, modern 
HTML5 technologies enable us to implement complex pro-
cesses in web browsers. 

After getting a number of users to evaluate the imple-
mented system, we became cognizant of two primary music 
retrieval use cases. In case-1, the user desires to search for 
similar songs via the bridge-melody of one song. In this case, 
the user performs the following music retrieval process: 
 Step-1: The user inputs the song that s/he wants to set as 

the comparison criteria for a bridge-melody. 
 Step-2: The system visualizes the similarity calculated 

based on the input song. 
 Step-3: The user rotates the cube on the axis correspond-

ing to the bridge-melody. 
 Step-4: The user obtains songs similar in bridge-melody 

by seeing the visualized results around the axis of the 
bridge-melody. 

In case-2, after the user has found his/her desired song, s/he 
uses the found song as a query in order to retrieve more songs. 
This case continues the previous process in case-1. 
 Step-5: The user selects a specific song as a new query 

from the visualized cube. 
 Step-6: The system recreates music visualization space 

based on the new query song. 

 Step-7: The user repeats Step-5 and Step-6 until s/he has 
retrieved enough music items.  

VIII. EVALUATION 
In this section, we discuss several experiments conducted 

to evaluate the effectiveness of our Chord-Cube system when 
applied to existing Japanese Pop songs. We conducted the fol-
lowing two experimental studies: Experiment-1, evaluation of 
the precision of dissimilarity calculations; and Experiment-2, 
evaluation of the effectiveness of our visualization. We per-
formed the two experiments by comparing the results of sim-
ilarity measurements between the implemented system and 
the results of questionnaires submitted to listeners who 
awarded points based on the level of similarity that they felt. 
As preprocessing for the two experiments, we asked 10 sub-
jects (three male and seven female) to create a correct set for 
each query in Experiment-1 and Experiment-2. The correct set 
is a data set that stores only items that are considered relevant 
to a query by test subjects. 

A. Experiment-1: Outline of Experimental Studies 
Experiment-1 was conducted to evaluate the effectiveness 

of our similarity calculation precision. For this experiment, we 
chose one query song as a criterion and 10 other songs as com-
parison targets. Ten listeners used a one-to-five scoring tem-
plate to evaluate their perceptions of similarity between each 
comparison song and the criterion by section, after which we 
aggregated the scoring results from each listener and con-
verted them into reciprocal values defined as the “dissimilari-
ties by survey.” We then used these values to calculate the dis-
tance within the Chord-Cube of each target song from the cri-
terion point (the query); this process is called “collection of 
data dissimilarity.” To evaluate the effectiveness of our 
method, we compared the dissimilarities by survey to the dis-
similarities as calculated by our method. In Experiment-1-A, 
we applied our system to measure dissimilarities of introduc-
tive-melody for each music item, whereas in Experiment-1-B, 

 
Figure 15. Conceptual view of the query-by-appearance system for style-oriented e-book retrieval using encapsulated editorial design 
templates for query generation. 
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we measured dissimilarities of integration of introductive-
melody, continued-melody, and bridge-melody for each mu-
sic item. 

B. Experiment-1: Experimental Results 
Figure 16 and TABLE I show the results for Experiment-

1-A. The left-hand side of the figure shows the dissimilarity 
as measured by the manual survey, while the right-hand side 
shows the dissimilarity as measured by our system. It can be 
seen in TABLE I that the test subjects judged songs s1, s4, s5, 
s8, and s9 to be  highly similar to the query music, whereas 
our system retrieved songs s1, s5, s6, s9, and s10 as similar 
music; thus, the system correctly extracted songs s1, s5, and 
s9. 

Figure 17 and TABLE II show the results for Experiment-
1-B. As before, the left-hand side shows dissimilarity meas-
ured by manual survey, and the right-hand side shows dissim-
ilarity measured by our system. By comparing Figures 16 and 
17, it can be seen that the surveyed dissimilarity of song s3 
significantly increases from Experiment-1-A to Experiment-
1-B, whereas our system returns identical results for all songs 
in both experiments. Thus, it can be concluded that our system 
improves its retrieval precision by integrating a differing eval-
uation axis into the Chord-Cube visualization space, and thus 
can effectively display multiple perspectives simultaneously. 

The results for song s8, on the other hand, show that some 
improvements are still necessary. Whereas the survey results 

judged s8 to be similar to the query music, our system judged 
it to be dissimilar. We believe that a perceptional gap between 
the theme melody and the chords progression of song s8 
strongly affected the results here, because s8 has a complex 
chord progression but a very simple melody. However, the ex-
perimental results from the other songs closely parallel the re-
sults obtained from the dissimilarity by survey, clarifying the 
overall effectiveness of our method for utilizing chord-metric 
space and 3D visualization. 

C. Experiment-2: Outline of Experimental Studies 
In this section, we evaluate the precision of our visualiza-

tion result by using three types of queries. This experiment 
clarifies that our approach calculates the appropriate distance 
between songs. As in Experiment-1, we compared the results 
of similarity measurements between calculated results and 
questionnaire survey. For this experiment, we established 
three query songs as criteria and ten other songs as compari-
son targets. We have selected three songs from ten JPOP 
songs randomly. Ten test subjects (three male and seven fe-
male) used a one-to-five scoring template to evaluate their 
perceptions of similarity between each comparison song and 
the criterion by section. The scoring template is as follows: 0 
(completely irrelevant), 1 (irrelevant), 2 (slightly relevant), 3 
(relevant), and 4 (very relevant). We consider the ideal rank-
ing as the average of ten results. We then used these scores to 

 
Figure 16. Results of Experiment-1-A: Dissimilarity measurement for introductive-melody. 

 

 
Figure 17.  Results of Experiment-1-B: Dissimilarity measurement for integrated sections. 
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compare with the distance from the origin point in the visual-
ization result. 

D. Experiment-2: Experimental Results 
To evaluate this experiment, we computed the normalized 

discounted cumulative gain (NDCG) as follows: 
 

𝐷𝐷𝐶𝐶𝐷𝐷 = �
𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑖
𝑟𝑟𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙2𝑖𝑖

11

𝑖𝑖=2

 (8) 

 

𝐼𝐼𝐷𝐷𝐶𝐶𝐷𝐷 = �
𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑟𝑟′𝑖𝑖
𝑟𝑟𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙2𝑖𝑖

11

𝑖𝑖=2

 (9) 

 

𝑁𝑁𝐷𝐷𝐶𝐶𝐷𝐷 =  
𝐷𝐷𝐶𝐶𝐷𝐷
𝐼𝐼𝐷𝐷𝐶𝐶𝐷𝐷 (10) 

 
where reli are the average survey scores given by the test sub-
jects in order based on ranking of visualized distance, and rel'i 
are the average scores in descending order. Figure 18 shows 
the NDCG of visualization in the Chord-Cube for three que-
ries. A higher score implies a better retrieval precision. From 

this experimental result, we obtain a value for NDCG that is 
higher than 0.79 in every query. This result explains the high 
precision of the visualization result of our system. 

IX. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 
In this paper, we proposed the Chord-Cube system, a mu-

sic visualization and navigation system that provides an intu-
itive visual retrieval method using chord-metric space. The 
unique feature of this system lies in its construction of a chord-
vector space to extract the transition of emotions within a song 
as a feature vector. We implemented a prototype system uti-
lizing modern HTML5 technologies. The implemented sys-
tem supports the chord-metric based similarity between songs 
according to a user’s selected criterion song and visualizes 
that result within a 3D cube constituted by three evaluation 
axes. We also performed evaluations of the effects of our sys-
tem applied to existing J-pop songs. Our experimental results 
indicate that visually represented search results carry out a 
practical function.  

In future work, we plan to improve the chord-metric space 
by capturing the direction of chord transitions in order to rep-
resent the change in emotional energy through the resulting 
motion on the cycle of fifth. We are also developing an auto-
matic playlist generation function using the spatial analogy for 
selecting songs in the visualized cube. The most important fu-
ture work is to apply our system to raw audio signals, such as 
MPEG Audio Layer-3 (MP3) format. Our system rely on the 
score data of music, so we are planning to integrate an existing 
music transcription system into the Chord-Cube system. In or-
der to enhance the query description scope, multiple songs can 
be used as a query. We have implemented such a query inter-
pretation method for video retrieval in [24]. 
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